An integrated node processor cycle based capture system assures secured serving requests for data. This work introduces a significant extension to the use of operation cycles for network protection. The main function of the operation cycle is to protect path segments and facilitate contiguous working flow. In this paper, the individual nodes have a unique cycle code pattern generated by respective node processor that is kept dynamic for both the node and host/server. A "search cycle code pattern" algorithm for fast iterative operation cycle analysis is also proposed.
INTRODUCTION
In a large network, clients and servers are interconnected and each can be considered as a node processor that offer services to other node processors connected to a specific node [4, 7] . A very high proportion of the nodes that offer services need to carry out an authentication process on any node that makes an access request to the node offering the service. Each node contains at least one processor connected in multinode processor system. A local memory for the processor and a remote cache for caching the data obtained from memory on other node processors are used [12] . A node bus system communicates with processor, memory, input/output and interconnect system and all node processors are able to transmit node data to the network node processor, as shown in Figure 1 . 
Efficient Node Processor
An efficient design for intercommunication, can communicate among processes within a node or on different nodes. A node processor operates based on the usual metrics of latency and throughput also includes [5, 10] , (i) Scalability (ii)
Effects of data transfer operation on node processor (iii) Application data located in the processor
Node Processor Locate Code Buffer Pattern
A node processor technique allocates a segmented code buffer located in a region. This mechanism sends processor code data from the source buffer into the shared buffer CSCU (receiver) located in the destination buffer. The synchronization is required to make sure that processor code data need not read the buffer before the other code instruction has finished writing and vice versa.
CSCU Hardware Description
The hardware description work as CSCU that checks whether the instruction captured unit is matched with given inputs. This mechanism is possible through a trigger input button pressed one by one and receives each byte instruction (signal) shows that where is signal stand on that flash. This is required fed as input for cycles, which is connected with CSCU. This hardware board has pin configuration also to display the captured cycle unit to get corrected cycle operations. The CSCU has hold, opcode fetch (F), memory read (MR), memory write (MW), input/output read and write as shown in Figure 2 . 
NODE PROCESSOR AUTHENTICATION METHODOLOGY
In this section, node processor methodology authenticate a processor with an operation cycle that captured instructions to follow via CSCU and check the status of captured code unit and make sure that the transmission possibility of instructions in the node processor are accurate.
Applying Cycle Consistency Matrix to Absorbing Sets
The cycle consistency matrix captures the cycle behavior, while the cycle consistency matrix approach [1, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13] is applicable to graphical structures that contain CSCU.
Public Key Using by Trusted Nodes
The public keys embedded in certificates are used to verify that the received content has been created and signed by trusted nodes [7, 12, 17] . Trusted content is accepted while untrusted content is rejected [2, 3, 4, 23] . To reduce the overhead of rejections, only the metadata header of the content processor data has to be received for a reject/accept in an operation cycle [18, 19] .
INFORMATION OPERATION CYCLE PROCESS
The cyclic operations occur in a wide range of fields with its computations and feedback control. The characteristics of these operations are that the same operations are repeated continuously. If an internal input state vector is changing, resulting in different outputs, the operations cycle does not match with CSCU (receiver) output. Consequently, multiple operation elements are used when processor elements are unable to provide the necessary computational operations to meet trusted elements. Information processing cycle of system consists of, 
Node Processor Timing Bus Operation
Each processor bus cycle consists of at least four clock (CLK) cycles. The address is emitted from the processor during processor time and node data transfer occurs on the bus operation. It is used primarily for changing the direction of the bus during memory read (MR) operations, which is shown in Figure 3 . 
Design Phase of Operation Cycle
The design phase approach of operation cycle process are needed to complete an code instruction as well as the precedence relationships to determine the operation cycle time duration of the cycle design phase [21, 22, 24, 25] . It is a complex stage and longest phase by a significant amount of a cycle completion. The operation cycle state model used several processes to estimate the cycle time with a more composite process model of the design phase.
Preselection Approach for CSCU
A large number of node processor involves a huge number of operation cycles states and can lead to the problem of unsolvable in a bounded time cycle process [14, 15, 16, 20] . For a CSCU design with finite operation cycles, the cycles are periodic. A cycle with a larger credit, which locates at some prior position in the sequence, therefore, has more chances to be selected for the completion of an operation cycle. To evaluate the performance of this approach, the hardware unit accomplishes the random cycle selection CSCU. An operation cycle pattern approach achieves a better performance than the random selection approach. This new definition is a more effective one for the operation cycle design for a capture unit, which is given in eqn. [1] ,
where, D is set of demand cycle pairs on the traffic cycle matrix, indexed by r. S r is set of operation traverse by the path between demand cycle pair. Here, we assume there is only a single shortest path existing between each demand cycle pair. P(j) denotes cycle set P.k enumerates on cycle P(j) and represents the captured unit k. In this paper, we used the distance point between the cycle nodes that connected to represent the cycle, c k . γ r i,j and g r denotes number of traffic cycle units of the flow between demand cycle pair r. L r is the length of the flow of demand cycle pair r.
In many cycle instances, the cycle design outputs cannot be determined from the cycle outputs. Instead, operations A 1 , A 2 , …, A n form a cycle and sequential relationship, which we call a cycle pattern that exists if IA 2 = OA 1 , IA 3 = OA 2 ,…IA 1 = OA n. In a cycle pattern, all operations are performed once and capture units are evaluated. If all captured units receive the specifications, then the cycle process moves forward and exits a cycle pattern, otherwise, each operation negotiates with the next operation until all operations agree on a set of cycle outputs. Therefore, the expected number of iterations for cycle operation is for k = 1,2,…,n, is given in eqn. [ (1 )) .
(1 )
(1-Г Ai )), the cycle pattern fails to distribute the captured unit in a given iteration and repeat the operation cycle. Then, the operation cycle pattern compute by adding of each operation until the cycle pattern is completed, is given in eqn. [5] ,
where, N* =N+1 and σ is the average communication cycle pattern per iteration for CSCU.
Algorithm: Search Cycle Code Pattern
Step 1: Start process
Step 2: Compute for a complete cycle with F, MR, MW, IOR, IOW, and INA (cycle can start anywhere in iteration).
Step 3: Search a cycle code pattern.
Step 4: Check whether the process operation is same or different.
Step 5: if same follow Step 2
Step 6: else
Step 7: End process
IMPLEMENTATION ON HARDWARE DESCRIPTION PROCESS
The hardware description of the CSCU and interprocess communication module is shown in Figure 4 . All the processor nodes transmit node data to CSCU.
Fig. 4 CSCU and Interprocess Communication Module

Multiplexed Bus Cycle Timing
The multiplexed bus cycle timing execution program consists of a sequence of MR and MW operations each of which transfers a bytes of data between memory and I/O. These operations (communicated between the processor and the other elements) are necessary to execute any instruction. Every time state has clock pulse with each memory instruction either MR or MW, as shown in Figure 5 . 
State Transition Sequence
An instruction consists of a series of operation cycles A node processor data consists of operation cycles of seven types given in Table 1 and identified by the state of the three status lines (IO/M, S 0 , and S 1 ) and the three control signals (RD, WR, and INTA). The actual number of states required to perform any instruction depends on the instruction being executed, the particular operation cycle within the instruction cycle.
TYPICAL NODE PROCESSOR OPERATIONS CYCLE
Every operation cycle can be identified by decoding the status lines S0, S1 and IO/M'. The 3-bit identified one complete cycle for a node is given in Table 2 . An example operation cycle is shown in Table 3 and Table 4 . Figure 6 and Figure Figure 8 shows the possible iteration which make sure that the server side authenticating unit can operate from any cycle to decode the correct cycle. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The node processor data is transmitted for a cycle in Trusted (T) or Untrusted (UT) form for Node_1 and Node_2, which is shown in Table 5 . T  UT  T  UT  1  000  000  000  000  2  011  011  011  000  3  000  000  000  000  4  011  000  000  000  5  011  011  000  000  6  100  100  011  011 7  000  000  000  011  8  011  000  011  011  9 011 011 100 100
In Figure 9 and Figure 10 shows when node data transmission occurs for Node_1 and Node_2 to complete an operation cycle, it checks whether the cycle is T or UT. If the input bits are not matched with CSCU (receiver/output) then an operation cycle is not transmitted processor data has shown as UT data. 
CONCLUSION
In this work, CSCU system works as receiver and integrated captured units to check a correct cycle operation code pattern. It concluded that if we segment the instructions code then CSCU for each processor verify byte data unit for all node processor to provide a correct and trusted response to host and cooperated to assure a reliable node processor unit to transmit data in network security scheme.
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